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Reviewing the Solo 401(K) Retirement Plan
As investment executives who specialize in helping our clients meet
their financial goals, we understand that you may have questions
about the areas you need to focus on during this phase in your life.
This special report reviews the concept of the Solo 401(K) how it
works, who can contribute, the pros and cons, and how to get started.
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If you are self-employed or own a small business, you may have questions about retirement plans or
may have established a retirement plan already. A simple Google search will provide a seemingly
overwhelming amount of options in regards to retirement planning. You may have heard of simplified
employee pensions (SEPs) or savings incentive match plans for employees, better known as Simple
IRA plans. These plans are generally attractive because they are relatively straightforward and
inexpensive to administer. A Solo 401(K) routinely gets overlooked, but in a lot of cases can provide
a better combination of benefits than the retirement plans listed above.
A Solo 401(K) is not for everyone and there are a lot of factors to consider when establishing one.
The goal of this paper is to review the concept of the Solo 401(K), how it came into existence, the
pros and cons of establishing a plan, and how you go about establishing one for yourself. We will
also review the various contribution amounts and limitations so that you can determine the
appropriate contribution level for your individual situation.

SOLO 401(K) – THE BASICS
A Solo 401(K) plan or an individual 401(K) plan is essentially a regular 401(K) plan combined with a
profit-sharing plan. The Solo 401(K) plan was established through the Economic Growth and Tax
Reconciliation Act of 2001 as a way to give self-employed individuals a way to contribute to a
retirement plan account that had more benefits than a traditional retirement plan.1 Unlike a regular
401(K), which is typically offered to multiple participants, a Solo 401(K) is a plan meant for the small
business owner who has no other full-time employees other than a spouse.

HOW DO THEY WORK?
A Solo 401(K) is established by the business owner in one of two ways. The first is that the business
owner can go the self-directed route where they take the time to set up the plan themselves, creating
the plan documents, selecting a brokerage firm to invest the plan through (i.e. Vanguard or TD
Ameritrade), and keeping track of employee and employer contributions. The other option is that the
client can work with a custodian who will establish the plan for them, create the plan documents, and
come up with a list of investment options. The main difference between the custodian based and selfdirected based options are that the custodian based is typically going to have a smaller subset of
investment options available to the participants compared to an unlimited list of options offered for
those who take the self-directed route. In addition, a custodian may charge additional fees for their
services, as well as offer administrative or lending services that would come at an additional cost.2

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND TAX RELIEF RECONCILIATION ACT OF 2001. (n.d.). Retrieved December 18,
2019, from https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-107publ16/html/PLAW-107publ16.htm.
2 Retirement Topics Participant Directed Accounts: Internal Revenue Service. (n.d.). Retrieved December 18,
2019, from https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/plan-participant-employee/retirement-topics-participantdirected-accounts.
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A Solo 401(K) itself is not too different from a traditional 401(K) plan, it just takes the advantage of
the fact that relaxed rules apply when it is an individual 401(K). Once the plan is established, there
are two ways funds are contributed into the plan - either through employee deferrals or through
employer deferrals. To qualify for the potential tax benefits as referenced later, a Solo 401(K) must
be established and a participant account active prior to December 31st. In addition, employee
deferrals must be completed prior to that individuals tax filing deadline (extensions included) to
qualify for any potential benefits in the current year. Employer contributions are not required every
year, but in years that they are made, contributions can be up to 25% of compensation and are
generally deductible as a business expense.3

CONTRIBUTION LIMITS AND RULES
When it comes to determining how much you should contribute to a solo 401(K) you will want to think
about the contributions from two different perspectives. You will want to think about making
employee elective deferrals and you will also want to consider employer matching deferrals. Each of
these contributions have their own set of rules and limits as to how much can be contributed on behalf
of a participant each year.
Employee Contributions: One of the big advantages of a Solo 401(K) is the high limit of deferrals
an employee can make for themselves. In 2019, a participant can contribute up to 100% of
compensation not to exceed the annual limit of $19,000. In 2020, the limit is slated to raise to
$19,500.4 For example, if Dan age 45 has $60,000 in W-2 wages from his S Corporation in 2019,
he can elect to defer up to $19,000 of that into a Solo 401(K). In addition, Solo 401(K) participants
are able to make a “catch-up” contribution if they are over the age of 50. In 2019, a participant
could defer an additional $6,000 to their plan. In 2020, this number is slated to increase to $6,500.
In the same example, if Dan were to be age 51 instead of 45, he could defer not only the original
$19,000 maximum contribution, but he could also make an additional catch-up contribution of
$6,000, bringing his total employee contribution to $25,000. It is important to remember that any
employee elective deferrals must be made by the individuals tax filing deadline, extensions included.
Employer Contributions: When putting on your employer hat and thinking about how much to defer
into your Solo 401(K) plan, there are few key considerations to think about. First, employer deferrals
to Solo 401(K) accounts must be made prior to the employer’s tax filing deadline with extensions
considered.5 In addition, one of the benefits of Solo 401(K)’s is the flexibility that an employer has in
making deferrals. While some defined benefit plans require “consistent and repeatable” deferrals,
employer contributions to a Solo 401(K) plan can be adjusted by the employer year to year and can
even be skipped in some years. From a business planning perspective, this allows you as the
employer to maximize contributions in years when the business is performing well and reduce these
deferrals in challenging years. When considering contribution limitations, an employer can defer up
O'Shea, A. (2019, December 13). What Is a Solo 401(k)? Retrieved December 19, 2019, from
https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/investing/what-is-a-solo-401k/.
4 One Participant 401k Plans: Internal Revenue Service. (n.d.). Retrieved December 18, 2019, from
https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/one-participant-401k-plans.
5 Schwab.com. (n.d.). Individual 401(k) Plans. Retrieved December 18, 2019, from
https://www.schwab.com/small-business-retirement-plans/individual-401k-plans.
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to 25% of an employee’s compensation. This compensation is defined as your NET earnings from the
business, minus one half of your self-employment tax and any traditional Solo 401(k) employeebased deferrals you’ve elected.6
When taking both employee and employer deferrals into consideration, the total amount that can be
deferred on behalf of a participant in a Solo 401(K) plan is $56,000 for 2019. For those individuals
over the age of 50 that are eligible for the catch-up provision, this total deferral number increases to
$62,000.7 For example, if Brian, age 55, has compensation defined above $100,000 in 2019, he
could defer, as the employee, $25,000 ($19,000+$6,000 catch-up contribution) and could
contribute an additional $25,000 (25% of $100,000) as an employer. This would bring Brian’s total
available contribution for 2019 to $50,000.

TAX CONSIDERATIONS
From a tax perspective, there are a few considerations to take into account with regard to Solo
401(K) plans. From an employer standpoint, if your business is incorporated, you can generally
deduct any deferrals to a Solo 401(K) plan as a business expense. If your business is not
incorporated, you can generally deduct contributions for yourself from your personal income.8
With consideration to employee-based deferrals,
there are additional tax benefits and consequences to
take into account. When contributing to a Solo 401(K)
account, most providers now give the participant the
ability to elect deferrals on a traditional, pre-tax
basis or a Roth, post-tax basis. What this means is that
if a participant elects traditional employee deferrals,
their current income base will be reduced
proportionally by whatever these contributions are.
This results in a current tax benefit for the participant
since these deferrals are lowering the current income
base they will be taxed on. These deferrals will then
grow tax-deferred in the Solo 401K plan and once
withdrawn, the distributions will be taxed at the
participants’ ordinary income tax level. In contrast, Roth based deferrals are treated differently.
Roth deferrals are made on a post-tax basis, meaning that these contributions have already been
taxed, so the participants’ income base is not lowered in the current year. These deferrals still grow
tax-deferred inside of the Solo 401(K) plan. The true tax benefit for Roth deferrals is felt later in life
when the funds are withdrawn because any distributions not subject to penalty are tax-free.9

Source: IRS
Source: IRS
8 Solo 401(k). (n.d.). Retrieved December 18, 2019, from https://www.tdameritrade.com/retirementplanning/small-business/individual-401k.page.
9 Source: Fidelity
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WHAT MAKES THEM SO SPECIAL?
Solo 401(K) plans have some interesting characteristics that make them unique to the retirement
planning landscape. As aforementioned, Solo 401(K) plans carry some of the highest contribution
limits with regard to retirement planning. In 2019, a participant over the age of 50 can contribute up
to $62,000 in one year to this retirement plan. A SEP IRA, by comparison, has a contribution limit of
$56,000 for 2019. The main difference here is that the Solo 401(K) allows for a catch-up
contribution which is an additional contribution to help maximize the deferrals a participant is making
as they near retirement. This catch-up contribution is not available in a lot of other small employer
plans. In addition, depending on the plan documents, a Solo 401(K) plan can carry extra features not
available in other retirement plans. For example, a Solo 401(K) plan may offer hardship
withdrawals. Hardship withdrawals are usually allowed for one of the following six reasons:
unexpected medical costs; costs related to purchasing a home; tuition related expenses; payments
necessary to stay in your home; burial or funeral expenses; and expenses for the repair of damage
done to your home.10 While these withdrawals can help someone in a tough financial situation, those
participants under age 59 ½ should be wary of utilizing this, as they may be subject to additional
early withdrawal penalties. Similar to hardship withdrawals, another feature Solo 401(K) plans may
also allow is loans. This means that a participant can tap a portion of their retirement account
balance on a tax-free basis. Be aware, however, that there may additional fees associated with
this.11
From a business planning perspective, Solo 401(K) plans are special. Due to the fact that employer
deferrals do not need to be consistent and repeatable, this gives the employer a lot of flexibility
year to year. In years when business is really strong, the employer could choose to maximize a
participants’ employer-based contribution and in leaner years, when the business is not performing as
optimally, an employer can choose to reduce the employer based deferral or even skip it. This
flexibility should be appealing for business owners with very cyclical businesses or for business
owners who have unpredictable income streams but still want to maximize their retirement planning.
In addition, the employee also has the flexibility to change their deferrals each year to make sure
they are maximizing contributions with consideration given to any other financial concerns in their life.
Traditional 401(K) plans must perform an annual testing known as non-discrimination testing. This
testing seeks to ensures contributions made by rank and file employees are proportional to
contributions made for managers and owners.12 In most instances, this testing results in the business
owner being categorized as a “highly compensated employee,” which is defined as someone who
either has 5% or more of an interest in the business or has compensation in excess of $125,000 from
the business in 2019 ($130,000 in 2020).13 As a result, highly compensated employees usually are
not able to make the maximum contributions to their traditional 401(K) plans. Solo 401(K) plans are,
Source: TD Ameritrade
Source: Vanguard
12 401(k) Plan Fix-It Guide - The plan failed the 401(k) ADP and ACP nondiscrimination tests. (n.d.). Retrieved
December 18, 2019, from https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/401k-plan-fix-it-guide-the-plan-failed-the401k-adp-and-acp-nondiscrimination-tests.
10
11

Barone, A. (2019, November 18). Understanding Highly Compensated Employees. Retrieved December 18,
2019, from https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/highly-compensated-employee.asp.
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in most instances, established by the business owner for their benefit, which would make
nondiscrimination testing ineffective. That being said, nondiscrimination testing does not apply to Solo
401(K) accounts, allowing those individually owned businesses to maximize their retirement
contributions where other plans may not allow this.
Solo 401(K) plans are also relatively simple to administer. Once an adoption agreement and plan
document have been created and distributed, the biggest thing to keep track of is employee and
employer contributions. There is nothing that has to be filed with the IRS annually until the plan assets
are greater than $250,000. Once this occurs, Form 5500 will have to be filed annually. In addition,
if the plan is terminated before reaching this threshold, Form 5500 would have to be filed to show
the termination of the plan.14 The only other ongoing monitoring would be to periodically review the
investment options to ensure participants’ costs and mandates still are in line with your expectations.

WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS?
While Solo 401(K) plans have a tremendous amount of benefits, that doesn’t mean they do not have
any drawbacks. Like any other retirement plan, all features and components must be evaluated to
ensure the plan you are selecting is appropriate for you and your particular situation. When
evaluating any investment or financial solution, cost should always be a factor considered. When it
comes to establishing a Solo 401(K) plan, there may be upfront registration and legal costs. While
Solo 401(K) plans only involve one or two people, the costs are usually lower than setting up a
traditional 401(K) plan. These costs still need to be considered when evaluating plan options. In
addition, if utilizing a custodian, there may be ongoing administrative support costs for monitoring
deferrals and providing any required reporting. Some institutions may also bundle these services with
other financial services such as commercial lending, so it is extremely important to weigh your
personal needs as well as your business needs when considering a Solo 401(K) plan.15
One of the biggest distinguishing factors of a Solo 401(K) is indeed to the solo part. Due to the fact
that this plan is individually focused in most instances, this plan may be right for a start-up or a
business uncertain of its future. While a Solo 401(K) plan can effectively be established by an
employer with only part-time employees, defined as those employees who work less than 1,000
hours annually, if there are any plans to bring on full-time employees in the future, other qualified
retirement plans should be considered.16
With a self-directed Solo 401(K) plan, the person establishing the plan generally has the ability and
flexibility to select the options they see fit for themselves. This will require time, energy, and
resources of that person to ensure they are selecting appropriate investment options. In reality, most
business owners do not have the time nor the desire to do this research. As a result, a lot of
individuals work with a custodian to establish their Solo 401(K) plans which results in a narrower set
of investment options being available to the participant(s). While these investments may align with
your goals and objectives, it is still an important factor to be aware of as these products may be
Source: Fidelity
O'Shea, A. (2019, December 13). What Is a Solo 401(k)? Retrieved December 19, 2019, from
https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/investing/what-is-a-solo-401k/.
16 Source: IRS
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15
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subject to additional fees or be invested in areas that are not in line with your expectations and
personal beliefs.17
One final potential drawback and line item to consider with regard to Solo 401(K) plans is the
creditor protection that is provided by the plan. Traditional 401(K) plans are subject to ERISA, a
Federal law and set of standards most voluntarily established employer retirement and health plans
must follow to provide certain protections to employees participating in these plans. With regard to
traditional 401(K) plans, they provide full protection from creditors both inside and outside of
bankruptcy court ensuring protection for participants. Solo 401(K) plans are not subject to ERISA, as
assets inside the plan are only protected from creditors if you declare bankruptcy. Outside of
bankruptcy protection for Solo 401(K) plans is done on a state to state basis. As a result, it is
important to research your local laws or contact a legal professional to verify what protections are
available in your state.18

I’M READY, WHAT’S NEXT?
Now that you’ve reviewed the ins
and outs of Solo 401(K) plans
and evaluated the pros and cons
with other employer plans, what
are the steps you need to take in
order to establish one of these
plans for yourself? Once you’ve
determined the Solo 401(K) plan
is right for you, there are six
steps that need to be taken in
order to establish your Solo
401(K) plan.
1. First, you will want to review your eligibility to be able to establish the plan. This is a
relatively simple step as long as you are a self-employed business owner you will most likely
be able to establish a Solo 401(K) plan. Determining if the plan is right for you is a personal
decision and should be based on the features and limitations of this plan as well as other
qualified plans and how those align with your personal needs and the needs of your business.
2. Now that you’ve established that you are eligible, you should begin researching providers to
find a match. You will want to review both firms that offer administrative services as well as
those that do not. You will want to compare the various costs, services included, services not
included, and what investment options are available to you with that provider. You will also
want to evaluate any investment products that provider listed as an option to ensure their
philosophy and fees are conducive to your values and remain in line with your expectations.

Rose, J. (2019, December 5). What is a Solo 401(K) Plan? Retrieved December 18, 2019, from
https://www.goodfinancialcents.com/solo-401k-contribution-limits-rules-plans/.
18 26 U.S. Code § 408 - Individual retirement accounts. (n.d.). Retrieved December 18, 2019, from
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/26/408.
17
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3. Once you’ve selected the appropriate company for your Solo 401(K) plan, it is time to start
crafting your plan documents. Most custodian-based solutions will typically have a system for
this and will likely have an “employer kit” to be completed by you to establish the plan.19
This will allow the provider to create the adoption agreement and basic plan document in
order to create the plan. The adoption agreement and plan document will review the annual
contribution limits, eligibility requirements, investment options available, features and
limitations of the plan, fees and expenses associated with administration, and how employer
contributions are made and allocated. These documents should be carefully reviewed prior to
moving forward and establishing the plan.
4. After the plan documents have been created and the plan established, the next step is to
fulfill the legal obligation to distribute the document and provide proper disclosure to the
participant in the plan. This may seem counterintuitive since the person establishing the plan is
usually the primary participant. However, since a Solo 401(K) plan is still considered a
qualified retirement plan, these disclosures are required. The disclosure to be distributed
should be a general disclosure that reviews how employer-sponsored plans work and what
the potential tax benefits are. Additional disclosures need to be provided about the plan,
where the assets are held, and what the investment options are. Lastly, disclosures about
what the employees’ rights are, what the timing around any employer contributions are, as
well as the vesting schedule associated with those contributions should be included.20
5. Once proper legal disclosure has been given and documentation distributed, it is now time to
move forward with establishing your account. You will want to consider whether or not you
are going to be making traditional, pre-tax or Roth, after-tax contributions. You will also
want to consider who your beneficiaries should be, as they will have to be listed on the
account application. While these designations can be changed at any time, beneficiary
designations are required to establish a retirement account.
6. Finally, once your account is open and active, it is time to start making contributions and
investing in your Solo 401(K). All employee elective deferrals should be made prior to the
tax filing deadline (extensions included) of that individual for the year they are to be
recorded. These deferrals can again be on a pre-tax or post-tax basis depending on how
you established your account in step 5. These deferrals do not have to be made on a regular
basis and can be made on a monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, or annual basis. It is just
important to make sure all deferrals are made prior to your personal tax filing deadline.
Employer contributions do not have to be made on a regular basis or by the end of the
calendar year. They do, however, have to be made prior to the tax filing deadline of the
employer with extensions included.21
Now that your account is being funded on an appropriate basis for your financial situation, the
biggest obligation you have is to continually monitor the plan to ensure your contribution levels are
appropriate and that the investment solutions meet your needs. The plan should continually be
evaluated to make sure it still is the right choice for your business structure and its future. The
Source: Vanguard
Treece, D. (2019, December 10). How to Set Up a Solo 401(k) in 6 Steps. Retrieved December 18, 2019,
from https://fitsmallbusiness.com/how-to-set-up-a-solo-401k/.
21 Source: Fidelity
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investment options should be reviewed at least annually, along with both employee and employer
deferral levels. The final obligation is to ensure Form 5500 is filed with the IRS once the plan assets
either exceed $250,000 or if the plan is terminated.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Planning for one’s retirement is perhaps one of the most important things to give consideration to
when planning for your financial future. Small business owners have a tremendous responsibility to
not only effectively plan for themselves, but any employees that they are responsible for. For
individually owned businesses a Solo 401(K) plan can help a business owner maximize their personal
retirement plan while also having the flexibility to make additional contributions as an employer.
The Solo 401(K) plan can be an extremely powerful financial planning and business planning tool.
However, it is imperative to weigh the various costs and features associated with the specific plan
you are establishing. Even though you may be considering multiple Solo 401(K) plan solutions, just
know that each solution is not created equally. In addition, it is extremely important to make sure the
features and limitations of this plan are appropriate for your situation. You will want to consider if
your plan is right for the future of your business as well as your personal financial situation.
Lastly, in addition to considering the costs and featured associated with the plan, you will also want
to review any potential tax implications with a licensed tax professional. You will also want to contact
a legal professional to review any legal obligations to ensure adherence to the rules of the plan.
If you would like to discuss your personal financial situation, please do not hesitate to give our office
a call at (978) 624-3000. We would be happy to talk to you.
Sincerely,

Andrew JA Nadeau, CFPÒ
Senior Financial Advisor
Andrew@stonehearthcapital.com

Footnotes and disclosures:
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Stonehearth Capital Management, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor. Registration does not imply a
certain level of skill or training.
Opinions, estimates, forecasts and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market
conditions constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice.
This material is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to
the purchase or sale of any security.
Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can guarantee a
profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values.
Diversification cannot guarantee a profit or protect against loss in a declining market.
Opinions expressed are not intended as investment advice or to predict future performance.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision.
Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to
predict future performance.
All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its
completeness or accuracy. Please consult your financial advisor for further information.
These should not be construed as investment advice. Neither the named representative nor the named
Broker dealer or Investment Advisor gives tax or legal advice. All information is believed to be from
reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. Please consult
your financial advisor for further information.
By clicking on these links, you will leave our server, as they are located on another server. We have not
independently verified the information available through this link. The link is provided to you as a matter
of interest. Please click on the links below to leave and proceed to the selected site.
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